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New designer series upgrades
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Color themes

Shown in Charcoal + Jet Black

Bell’s Interior Styling Team utilized customer feedback to improve upon the 
interior to incorporate additional features. The updated Designer Series Interior 
showcases a redesign of the center console (applicable to the 4-place and 5-place 
seat layouts) with an optimized shape and storage arrangement. It also highlights 
a spacious aft storage compartment over the aft cabin bulkhead with a modern, 
flush, and high-quality finish.

New console design
 This console offers the same footprint as previous 
console design but with optimized shape and stor-
age layout. A high-quality, wood veneer compliments 
interior color schemes with decorative plating. It 
includes modern look with indirect lighting under 
console and two dual USB-A/C charging ports within 
the flush-mounted upper lid storage space. The design 
also boasts upper and lower storage drawers with four 
cup holders, tablet/book storage space, and remov-
able ice bin or dual general storage bin.

New aft storage  
compartment
The expansive storage compartment utilizes the aft 
bulkhead cabin partition to increase the usable space 
by 2.5 ft3 of additional volume. Perfect for holding flight 
bags, purses, laptop cases, and even small carry-on 
luggage. The door easily opens by pushing either one 
of the two latches, which swings the door upwards 
and out of sight. The interior lighting automatically 
activates when the door is opened, illuminating the 
compartment with soft LED lights integrated into the 
space. The compartment highlights a veneer panel 
finish with metallic plating and color matching trim that 
compliments the options. It is compatible with all seat 
layout configurations.
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Elegantly flexible
Available in a variety of cabin configurations that 
can accommodate every traveler’s needs. Con-
soles and multi-functional seats with fold-down 
tray tables allow easy access to food, drink, and 
storage of personal items. All chosen specifically 
to match your color scheme.

Improved interior  
details
Aluminum plates finishes and leather accents 
complement refreshed color schemes tying in 
every detail of the cabin; from door handles to 
light fixtures.
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Superior leather
Bell’s highest tier leather covers our classically 
tailored seats, door accent panels and headliner.

Enhanced flooring
Hardwood flooring and improved upholstery can 
completes a luxurious yet resistance interior suit-
able for the discerning corporate or private trav-
eler. A new added design feature is an improved 
hex-pattern cockpit flooring, combining style ad 
ruggedness to enhance appearance and resist 
stains, scuffs and damage.

The details
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